
“Christ the Antidote Regarding Death”

   CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 12.

OUR REIGNING KING

In  the  days  of  Samuel  the  people  decided  that  they  wanted  their  own  king!  Up  until  this  time  their
government had been a THEOCRACY that is – rule of the state by God – but the people had made up their
mind & wanted a MONARCHY – a human king – of course Samuel tried to reason with them, ''Nevertheless,
the people refused to listen to the voice of Samuel, & they said , No! We will have a king over us, That we
also may be like all the nations, & that our king may govern us & go out before us & fight our battles.''
1Sam.8: 19-20.  

In Other Words They Wanted Their Own Kingdom!

This of course has been the problem of man since he first became a god in the - soulish sense - when Eve
first  listened  to  the  –  serpent  –  “which  represents  our  carnal  or  natural  mind”  the  word  SERPENT in
STRONG'S is from # 5172 =  whisper, spell, enchanter, learn by experience, diligently observe.  & is also
related to the word psyche. Hear the words that were spoken into the mind of Eve. ''For God knows that in
the day you eat of it your eyes will be opened, & you will be like God, knowing the difference between
good & evil, blessing & calamity.” How does this apply to us today? How do we activate God's Kingdom?''

THE KINGDOM OF GOD IS NOW WITHIN US

This Gospel of the KINGDOM, shall be preached in all the world.

The almost general understanding of religiosity is that God is up in the sky somewhere, - or any-where but in
us, - & is a God who needs to be placated with our with our acts of sincere or insincere cajolery's, only to
return the next week to their particular place of fellowship, in defeat, to make further penance, this is simply
because of the fact that most people are not aware that our wonderful creator is in each & every one of us.
Hear  the  words  of  Paul  the  Apostle  speaking to  those  who had not  heard the  truth  about  Jesus  Christ.
V26.''And He made from one [common origin, one source, one blood] all nations of men to settle on the
face of the earth, having definitely determined [their] allotted periods of time & the fixed boundaries of
their habitation (their settlements, lands, & abodes).27. So that they should seek God, in the hope that they
might feel after Him & find Him, although He is not far from each of us. 28. For in Him we live & move
& have our being; as even some of  your [own] poets have said, FOR WE ARE ALSO HIS OFFSPRING.'' Acts
17: 26-28. All scriptural references are from the Amplified, unless otherwise stated.

      The truth of the matter is that none of us have ever been separated from our most wonderful saviour
redeemer & creator. We, mankind have generally believed a lie, which origin is from exactly the same source
as the first lie that Eve received & that is from within ourselves. Your SOUL or  PSYCHE – our mind will &
emotions  –  will  never  tell  us  the  truth for   “the  natural  man cannot  receive the things  concerning the
Kingdom of  God, for they are foolishness to him & these things are spiritually discerned”  but hear the Word
of God. ''So God created man in His OWN image, in the image & likeness of God He created him; male &
female He created them.''   Gen 1:27. Once we begin to realise that we are not separate from God & we
begin to think on these things & meditate on that part of us that is divine, then a new understanding begins to
well-up from inside us & we begin to clothe ourselves or our inner-self with our new spiritual self, again
these words from Paul will help us.  ''And have clothed yourselves with the new [spiritual self], which is
[ever  in  the  process  of  being]  renewed  & re-moulded  into  [fuller  &  more  perfect  knowledge  upon]
knowledge after the image (the likeness) of Him Who created it.''  Col 3: 10. I want to borrow the next
heading from Des Walter's last article.  Created Male & Female
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WE MUST LIVE BY WHAT GOD IS SAYING, NOT BY ANOTHER VOICE 

REGARDLESS OF HOW RIGHT IT SOUNDS

Lk 12:51. ''Do you suppose that I have come to give peace upon the earth? No! I say to you but rather
division.''

When God reveals further truth than what we have previously known, you can mark it down that you will
receive opposition & that opposition will be from God's own word. It is never easy to receive further light &
to keep the closeness of old friends who cannot see any further than what they have known for so long. When
John the Forerunner & Jesus Christ came with the message of the day, both the Pharisees & the Sadducee's &
others could not see & they held firm, & staunchly opposed these two God ordained prophets, & justified
themselves with such reasoning's that the Sabbath day was to be kept forever – Hebrew= OLAM – now the
ironic side to this is that they were partly right, but not having a  full understanding of the complete picture
they doggedly stuck to their - in-part - realisation of a truth, & in doing so they made themselves an enemy
of the full truth, & they self-righteously used God's own word – the letter that is - against the Christ himself.
Because of their understanding of God's word, they were so convinced in their zeal of error, that they had no
flexibility whatsoever. Now we can understand & not wonder, why Jesus was so angry & upset with them for
they had no humility & no listening ear, only a rigidity in the letter of the law & if Jesus the Christ could not
convince some, we should not worry unduly, if we can't! 

      In the concept of the “Most Holy Place” - as opposed, as many think - to the realm of the “Holy Place,”
their ought not to be any mention of the word opposed, as it is simply a stepping stone, but so many make it
personal – as with the Pharisees etc – they felt that they were being personally attacked. Why? Because of
their valued traditions which were in their minds. If John & Jesus had not stood their ground we could still,
well be in that system today. But as was needed then, the same is needed today, & that is a, STANDING FIRM
& a – quantum leap, of a “New Thing” – to gain incorruptibility, which will NEVER, NEVER, NEVER come
in the second realm or what we know as the  HOLY PLACE or the Pentecostal in-part concept.  ''we were
stamped with the seal of the long promised Holy Spirit. That [spirit] is the guarantee of our inheritance
[the first-fruits, the pledge &  foretaste,  the down payment on our heritage], in anticipation of its full
redemption & our acquiring [complete] possession of it – to the praise of His glory.''   Eph 1:13b-14. Now
is  the  time  that  Paul  anticipated,   GOD  HAS  NOW  MOVED  AHEAD quite  a  bit  further  than  many
unenlightened realise. 

      Those who minister in both realms have a problem & that is honesty, when I left Passover it was forever,
& the same needs to be in the moving ahead from the HOLY PLACE  to the MOST HOLY PLACE.  It is one
thing to minister 'TO', & an entirely different thing to minister 'WITH' those who we are trying to enlighten. If
we minister WITH those who we are trying to help we finish up with a mixed message, with a foot in both
camps – as it were - & there is nothing worse than GREY THINKING, the trumpet note must be a long loud &
clear one to have any effect. Let the Pentecostal-s  minister to their own with their own message & let those
who have further light minister to both their own & to those who have open ears & hearts & are listening.
Our popularity must sometimes be put on the line, sure we should use wisdom, but let not that wisdom be
one of compromise. Let our spiritual energies be used to thrust forth God's message for today, no matter what
others think. Since when were any of God's prophets popular. Can you think of one? Of course, not that we
would want to deliberately make ourselves unpopular, that would be futile.

LET THIS MIND BE IN YOU WHICH WAS ALSO IN CHRIST JESUS

Before reading the following, remember that the Tabernacle of David as mentioned in – Acts 15:16-17 – is
right now in the throes of being raised up & represents all those who are following all the way into the
THIRD REALM namely  THE MOST HOLY PLACE or the  SECRET PLACE OF THE MOST HIGH.   ''I have
made a covenant with My chosen one, I have sworn to David My servant. Your SEED will I 
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establish FOREVER, & I will build up your throne for ALL GENERATIONS. Selah [pause, & calmly think
of that]! Ps 89: 3-4.  After David was set on the throne we read that. “David became greater & greater, for
the Lord God of hosts was with him.''  2 Sam 5:10. '' I have found David My servant; with my Holy oil
have I anointed Him.'' Ps 89:20.                                

      The typology of David is so far reaching, one thing that it is showing us, is that he is a type of the Christ,
when we say the Christ this is not referring to flesh & blood, this is referring to the Son which is given – not
born –  as mentioned in Isaiah 9:6. And also  ''the government shall be upon His shoulder,” V7. Of the
increase of his government & of peace there shall be NO END, upon the THRONE OF DAVID & over his
kingdom, to establish it & to uphold it with justice & with righteousness from the  [LATTER] time forth,
even FOREVERMORE. The zeal of the Lord of hosts will perform this.'' Now this Son which is none other
than the Christ which is in us & also this same David has a  SEED of which you are, & so because of this seed
you like David – have been found  -  & because of the seed –  CHRIST – you are becoming  GREATER &
GREATER for the LORD GOD OF HOSTS is not only with you but is IN YOU. THIS ONE CANNOT & WILL
NOT FAIL, THEREFORE YOU CANNOT FAIL. Why? Well you are in the covenant of David! And further
remember Christ was of the seed of David! Beloved is this is a good deal? But sadly as in David's day, & in
Samuel's day & in Joseph's day, ''His brothers said to him, Shall you indeed REIGN over us? Or are you
going to have us as your subjects & dominate us? And they hated him all the more for his dreams & for
what he said.''   Gen 37: 8.

In at least four cases in scripture, the answer of the people was in this context.

We will NOT have This King to rule over us!

What King? The King David of the Tabernacle of David. Oh you say, but I do not see it that way, I don't
agree with  the way that you see it. That is exactly what I am saying & meaning. Joseph's brothers could
not see it Joseph's way which was God's way. The people of Samuel's day could not see it Samuel's way
which was God's way. In the days of David even after God had anointed David through & by Samuel, the
majority by far were against David & were still on the side of Saul, but as time progressed DAVID BECAME
GREATER & GREATER. And so it is today, be encouraged saints!

      Christ is sitting on the throne of David. Isa 9:6-7 Where is Christ? He is alive in His body or Temple of
which you are. Where is this Throne? It is not a geographical one, it is a spiritual Throne -  within us,- a
Throne of authority, one of the realisation of man's true Godly status, & as to who we are, Jesus taught us
that ''I and My father are ONE'' Someone said that is audacious! No! When Jesus the man spoke He always
spoke in & by the Christ that was in Him, & if you can receive it Jesus came – as our elder brother - to show
us ''that  He was the FIRSTBORN among (of) many BROTHERS.''  Rom 8:29b.

''Then in mercy & loving kindness shall a THRONE be established, & ONE – Christ in the man-child – shall
sit upon it in truth & faithfulness IN THE TENT OF DAVID, judging & seeking justice & being swift to do
righteousness.''   Isa 16:5. I think I will say Glory!

    We notice the word judging in the immediate above verse, judgement does not necessarily mean doom &
gloom there is a ''judgement unto victory'' in saying this I would now like to share with you the first two
verses in Isaiah 9... V.1,''But in the midst of judgement there is the promise & the  CERTAINTY of the
Lord's DELIVERANCE and] there shall be no gloom for her who was in anguish. In the former time [the
Lord] brought into contempt the land of Zebulun & the land of Naphtali, but in the LATTER time He will
make it glorious, by the way of the Sea [of Galilee, & the land] beyond the Jordan, Galilee of the nations.
2. The people who walked in DARKNESS have seen a  GREAT LIGHT; those who dwelt in the land of
INTENSE DARKNESS & the shadow of DEATH, upon THEM has the LIGHT SHINED.''   The whole  context
of  these two verses is one of deliverance for the once downtrodden, both the land of Zebulun & Naphtali
which had been in disrepute, are promised deliverance. But the thing that strikes me is that those
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that have walked in the darkness & shadow of DEATH, are going to be delivered as   ''the last enemy to be
destroyed is  DEATH''  this  to me is  meaning the grave,  keeping in mind that this  is  a prophecy for the
LATTER TIME. Notice also  that those who are a part of the “Tabernacle of David” company & are sitting on
the THRONE will be ministering this sort of judgement & those who are sitting on this ''established throne in
the in the tent of David, will in faithfulness & loving kindness & mercy be judging & seeking justice & will
be swift to do righteousness.''   Isa 16:5. And might I also say that your tent that you possess has an inner &
an outer portion to it. The inner is a building, a house not made with hands & this is where the Throne of
David is. Once again the words of Paul adequately describe this. ''For we know that if the tent which is our
earthly  home is  destroyed  (dissolved),  we have  from God a  building,  a  house  not  made  with  hands,
ETERNAL in the heavens.'' 2 Cor 5:1. THE THRONE & THRONE-ROOM IS INSIDE THE TENT. Now after
perusing this aspect of God's presence, & knowing that He is in His throne within us, let us look at it in a
different slightly different way. Where else does God dwell?

In The 

 ABOVE WHAT YOU CAN ASK OR THINK, REALM!

Whenever God decides to move in a sovereign way it is always in this REALM sure; but this realm is not
only for God alone to move in without our having a part in it, & I wonder at times if we have not put this
realm in God's own personal court, & in our minds we have disassociated ourselves from this realm. What I
am about to say is  not only for your edification,  but especially for myself.  ''Now to Him Who, by (in
consequence of) the (action of His) power that is at work WITHIN US, is able to [carry out his purpose
and] do super-abundantly, far over & ABOVE ALL that we [DARE] ask or think [infinitely  BEYOND our
highest prayers, desires, thoughts, hopes, or dreams].''  Eph 3: 20. Now we, or should I say -  some of us -
in our mind have not yet been inclined to break through the veil on this issue. Why? Because of the greatness
of what it entails, FAR ABOVE. Now I am addressing more a - mode of thinking, rather than people - but at
the same time we are told to – encourage one another daily as we see the time approaching – now we may
have thought that in one sense of the word, we had divorced ourselves from this realm, whether it be because
of expediency, to escape the effort it would entail to come to this place – WHICH IS A LIE -  or no matter
whatever the reason. The good news is that it is impossible to be separated from this REALM. Why? Listen to
it! The KING of the  ABOVE WHAT YOU CAN ASK OR THINK REALM is not in a Throne away up in the sky
somewhere but is in His Throne-room inside the “Tabernacle or Tent of David” of which WE ARE. Can I hide
or separate myself from this realm.  NO! Impossible! His Glory is in us ever increasing. Can you see it?
Christ is sitting on the throne of David & it is being established in a greater depth & way even as we
speak, & it is as this depth & understanding increases in us that,                              

THIS IS ACTUALLY HIS COMING.

HE CAME, HE IS HERE, & HE WILL COME.

He is always Coming, and is always increasing in us, toward His Fullness.

Now please do not misunderstand me & think that I mean that there is not wonderful dramatic culmination to
the complete revealing of God's full birth & manifestation. No! When the event of Lk 17:34-35, takes place
''two in a bed & one taken & the other left.....two grinding, one taken & the other left.''  I see this as a
sudden corporate event, as shown in the fact that simultaneously on different sides of the world this event
takes place. At the moment the forerunner message is being loudly proclaimed but then when the – John the
Baptist – message is no longer needed the Lord will – suddenly come to His temple – Mal 3:1a.''Behold, I
send My messenger, & he shall prepare the way before me. And the Lord [the Messiah] Whom you seek
will SUDDENLY come to His temple;'' I would add,   IN HIS FULLNESS.

      Unfortunately many that are in the religious world are today spending millions of dollars on so called
-TEMPLES - & Church buildings, which can never be God's dwelling place, & sadly, in doing so & because
of this example & their teaching, have missed the mark entirely & have neglected to teach the people how to
create their own sanctuary for Him. In the 21st Chapter of the book of Revelation & the 3rd verse we read,
''Then I heard a mighty voice from the throne & I perceived its distinct words,  saying,  See!  The ABODE 
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of God is with men, & He will live (encamp) among them; & they shall be His people, & God shall
personally be with them & be their God,''  Also found in Ezekiel 37: 27. 

    And so the  DARE TO ASK ABOVE WHAT YOU CAN THINK REALM  is for those who are realising that ''I
and My Father are ONE.''  In the Greek Diaglott, James 1:18, there is a phrase that I would like to quote,
''in order that to be us.''  Now this is in no way out of context with what God is doing now. If we are going
to sit on HIS THRONE - & if you can receive it, in one sense we are already are – & we are HIS BODY, & if
He is sitting on HIS THRONE, IN HIS TEMPLE, I AM IN HIM & HE IS IN ME & MY TRUE IDENTITY IS HIS
IDENTITY! This means that we are one & are well on the way to becoming,  ''He as us.'' I think we are
making it plain enough! Allow me to quote the full verse in James from the Diaglott.  ''Having willed he
begat us by a word of truth, IN ORDER THAT TO BE US, first fruit a kind of the himself creatures.'' James
1:18. For the interest of other delving Bible students, George Ricker Berry quotes these same words as “for
to be us,”  My dear brothers & sisters I feel that our wonderful Father would want us to  ''Dare to think
infinitely far over & above & beyond our highest desires, thoughts, hopes, or dreams,''     

     Now I wish to warn you all if you do not already know it that there are a number of articles on the internet
that would not agree with what we are saying today, DO NOT EXPECT THOSE WHO ARE IN THE OUTER
COURT or  HOLY PLACE” UNDERSTANDING TO AGREE WITH WHAT WE ARE SAYING HERE TODAY.
Unless God has called & chosen them they will never see it. Rev 17:14b. '' and those with him & on His
side are chosen & called [elected] & loyal & faithful followers.'' Also Rom 8: 29-30. Whenever you read
any spiritual  literature,  before we read it,  we need to ask ourselves.   WHAT REALM IS THIS ARTICLE
COMING FROM?

KINGS & PRIESTS

 Also we need to keep in mind the verse, KJV Rev 1:6. ''And has made us kings & priests unto God, His
Father ; to Him be glory & dominion for ever & ever.''  Amen.” In conjunction with this verse  I would
now like us to look at Zech 4:14. ''Then said he, These are the two sons of oil [Joshua the HIGH PRIEST &
Zerubbabel the PRINCE of Judah, the two anointed ones] who stand before the Lord of the whole earth
[as  His  anointed  instruments].''  In  this  verse  we  have  a  prophecy  regarding  the  two  witnesses  or
forerunners as mentioned in Rev 11:4,  ''These [witnesses] are the two olive trees & the two lamp-stands
which stand before the Lord of the earth.''  The point that I want us to see is that not only are we those
forerunners, but these witnesses depict either a two-fold ministry or two different groups of people with a
type of Elijah ministry –  so that no rain may fall -  & the Moses ministry –  they have power to turn the
waters into blood –  now I am not going to be adamant on the lesser points as to who they represent or
whether they are two groups or one  etc, for remember that all of this is happening firstly within us & then it
graduates to the outer man & effects the whole earth. The point I am making is that before the birthing of the
Man-child there were Joshua's - HIGH PRIESTS – also there were Zerubbabel's - PRINCES or ROYALTY –
the understanding to us is, WE ARE NOW the - SONS OF OIL, HIGH PRIESTS & KINGS – unto our
GOD;

WHAT MAN CAN LIVE & NOT SEE DEATH

In Psalm 89:48. The writer asks the question. ''What man can live & shall not see death, or who can deliver
himself  from the [powerful ]hand of  Sheol (the place of the dead)? Selah [pause calmly & consider
that]!''   

      In this present delusion, this present universal acceptance of two powers –  good & evil –  one power
against the other, which entails the diabolical belief of a span of life of perhaps three score & ten years, or if
you are lucky a few more. [Read the foot-note in the Amplified on Ps 90]  This understanding came from
eating the fruit from the tree of – good & evil – which was gained from not listening, & not eating from the –
Tree of Life – in the TREE OF LIFE, 'CHRIST,'  there is only one power not two. Changing our old way of
thinking will not come from our –  mind will & emotions –  or our soul, it will only come from eating the
TREE OF LIFE & nothing else. When our desire is centred only upon the –  tree that budded, the manner
from heaven, & the book of the law of life in Christ Jesus – which of course is in the - or our - ARK IN THE
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THE MOST HOLY PLACE, then & only then will our – mind will & emotions – be cleared  of all the garbage
that  has  stemmed  from  our  eating  from  the  wrong  tree.  This  not  only  entails  our  former  religious
understandings &  REALMS of thinking, but mostly our universal concept 'which is a part of the worlds way
of thinking.'  In leaving the religious idea of the  WORLD then we begin to understand a little more of what
Jesus meant when he referred to THE WORLD or universalism. A human being is never immortal or spiritual,
he cannot be, he is to die daily. Those who have been quickened by God to attain the heights of not only the –
above what we dare to ask or think realm – also have their sights set on – the man or man-child that shall not
see death - & if our aim is to eat ONLY from the TREE OF LIFE, then eventually we will find ourselves no
longer seeing – through a glass darkly - & will be seeing – face to face – in other words we will see things as
they truly are  & that  is  'in reality,'  which is  GOD alone,  & that  there is  no  OTHER POWER,-BUT-GOD-
ALONE. This MAN in the above verse is none other than the MANCHILD. He is the “ What man can live &
shall not see death?”  ''But those who wait for the Lord [who expect, look for, & hope in Him] shall
CHANGE & renew their strength & power; & they shall lift their wings & mount up [close to God] as
eagles [mount up to the sun]; – Son of righteousness – they shall run & not be weary, walk & not faint or
become tired.''  Why? For they have been changed, they have lived in expectation & he has come in His
fullness in us & because of the CHANGE, as in – we shall be changed from the mortal to the immortal – they
“WE”  will never again know faintness or tiredness. Ps 40:31.  Think of it!!  I think I will say SO BE IT!

THE SON IN US

''Then answered Jesus & said to them, Most assuredly, I say to you, the Son can do nothing of Himself,
but what He sees the Father do; for whatever He does, the Son does in like manner. For the Father loves
the Son, & shows Him all things that He Himself does; & will show Him greater works than these that you
may marvel. For as the Father raises the dead & gives life to them, even so the Son gives life to whom He
will.''  Jn 5:19-21. New KJV. As we read the above verse keep well in mind that we are reading this in the
light of the THIRD REALM. This Son who is in us – this Son who is ONE with the Father – who is – coming
“AS US” – this Son in us, who can do nothing of Himself, will by the oneness with the Father, in us, show us
GREATER WORKS, even to the extent of – raising the dead & giving life to whom He will, -“the Son in us
will  be  doing these  things.  How & why?  For  the  Son has  become our  full  TRUE IDENTITY our  OLD
IDENTITY has been ''swallowed up -  with the life of  the Son –  unto victory.” “O death where is  your
victory? Oh death, where is your sting?'' 1Cor 15: 54b-55. Hos 13:14. Also for further encouragement, ''For
even as the Father has life in Himself & is self existent, so He has given to the Son to have life in Himself
& be self existent.''   Jn 5:27. Now this self existent Son is already now within us & is already our  TRUE
IDENTITY & of course the question you are asking right now is. If this is a fact, how come we are not seeing
the visual evidence of these things? We can walk into any room at any given time & in most cases even
though there is a light present, & is connected with a switch on the wall, unless the switch is activated we will
still have a problem viewing the scene clearly – we are seeing through a glass darkly – THE SWITCH MUST
BE ACTIVATED. How do we activate that switch? By FAITH! How did John Lake,  Alexander Dowie, Smith
Wigglesworth, William Branham & others, have such wonderful results! By FAITH!! So how do we reach
higher, ''If you abide in me & my words abide in you, you shall ask what you will & it shall be done unto
you.''  Jn 15:7. Once again this is the    ''Above What We Think We Can Ask Realm.''

For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus has made me free from the law of sin & death.

What a wonderful, encouraging verse. Is this for real right now? Oh my! Let us try to absorb this! Many in
the past have absorbed these words in a great way & have shown us wonderful results. We as Son's who have
a great desire to become MANIFESTED, & are wanting this to be revealed in ourselves in it's fullest sense –
free from the law of sin & DEATH – this is what the Christ accomplished in & through the man Jesus, after
He rose from the dead, all the chains of the law of sin & death, &, or– our mistaken identity – 

which is the result of eating from the tree – of two powers, – were overcome by our  wonderful elder brother
Jesus the CHRIST. As Christ is in us NOW, so this Christ who has already overcome the – Law of sin & death
– is a reality in us in that as our TRUE IDENTITY we have inherited His overcoming MIND & NATURE. As
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we think, meditate & pray on these things the reality becomes clearer, also keeping in mind at the same time
our seals are being dealt with & broken, & each time this happens our spiritual vision becomes clearer &
brighter.

 OUR REIGNING KING

Even though it had not been yet realised visually, or in the understanding of the people, as far as God was
concerned, David had already in actual fact inherited the Throne & was really the king long before MOST of
the people of his day knew. And so it is with us today!... David was actually anointed king three times. First
he was sought out & anointed – secretly - by Samuel 1Sam 16:13. Then again by the men of Judah 2 Sam
2:4-7.  Then thirdly by the elders of  Israel. 2Sam 5:3. Why the three times? David as did Jesus Christ
fulfilled three roles, he was a Prophet, a Priest & a King all at the same time. He also represented the three
realms,  Outer Court, Holy Place, & the Most Holy Place,  & also being the David of the “Tabernacle of
David” which represented an EVERLASTING KINGDOM. ''Of the increase of His government & of peace
there shall be NO END, upon the throne of  David & over his kingdom, to establish it...''  Isa 9:7a . His
kingdom was in type an everlasting kingdom. The kingdom of  God in its  fullness,  or  THE FEAST OF
TABERNACLES. David was also secretly anointed a king by a PROPHET Samuel, also as we were, or are by
THE PROPHET. Then the  Priests of Judah came & anointed him a  Priest,  as we are by the one who –
sprang from the tribe of Judah – then thirdly after a period he was recognised King by ALL of Israel, & then
eventually there was unity in the land & so it will be with us, in the  THIRD anointing. In this anointing,
David reigns over all, Judah & Israel. In David or HIS third anointing, there is no divided kingdom. Israel
became exalted before the Lord, & the Philistines – rolling in the dust –  knew that David was anointed as
King over Israel. 2 Sam 5:17. So it will be also with the True Israel The three anointing-s also represented
the,  30 FOLD, THE 60 FOLD & THE100 FOLD! The 100 fold. As David is our  TYPE that we look to, our
THIRD anointing in THE TABERNACLE OF DAVID this will not come until the fulfilment of what we have
been pondering for some time – who knows whether you are come to the kingdom for such a time as this –
then God will have His elect in place – His MANCHILD, SON'S OF GOD, those who have been dwelling in
the  SECRET PLACE OF THE MOST HIGH, & they will  be  the  fullness  of  the David'ic  company of  the
threefold, PROPHET, PRIEST & KING.

      Now with Saul we have an entirely different story. Even though Saul was chosen by God & was anointed
by Samuel,  the  background was  an  altogether  different  scene  to  the  one  of  David,  Saul  was chosen in
response to the peoples will – their mistaken identity – that they have a Monarchy as opposed to a Theocracy.
I am sorry,  but  I need to say it,  sadly the scene of the Pentecostal movement today is largely one of a
Monarchy, need I say anything further. David was chosen as God's representative – a man after God's own
heart - it is interesting also to note that Saul was anointed king on the day of the – wheat harvest – which of
course represents the feast of  PENTECOST. In 1Sam11:15a, we read ''All the people went to Gilgal & there
they made Saul king.'' Then in Chap 12:17a, we are told ''Is it not the wheat harvest today?''  Now God can
& will use all things for His Glory & purpose & TYPES. He gave the people what they wanted but it was not
going to be good enough to get the job done. Why? For the simple reason that where flesh is still involved –
the will  of  the people –  it  will  be not be good enough.  When we look at  what Saul represented  ENVY,
MALICE,  MURDER,  SABOTAGE,  &  TRICKERY, Saul  openly  sought  out  David's  destruction  &  though
frustrated by Samuel & the priests at Nob, he did succeed in driving David into a life of outlawry for a short
while, 1Sam 19:11, 21:9-15. Also Saul was anointed only once, & his kingdom was not for long & ended in
shame. There is a lesson for us here today. Why? Well it represented the – in part – realm. 1Cor13:12. David
experienced what most of us experience, – we, perhaps in a milder manner - again we read in 2 Sam 3:1,
''There was a long war between the house of Saul & the house of David. But David grew stronger &
stronger, & the house of Saul grew weaker & weaker.''  Is not this encouraging to us Saints?      

      One thing I must mention, that in this what we are saying regarding Pentecost, is not to so much to
denigrate it, as to show that it was/is a stepping stone, it was most certainly ordained of God, & also in my
own experience whilst we were involved, I was a participant of many wonderful times of  refreshing, but
even – blind Freddie – would have to admit that the Pentecost of the early Church & even of several years
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ago is long gone. Say what you will, but this is a fact! The point that we have been making in the above
paragraph is that when flesh becomes involved we have a real problem, & mark my words it is now very
much involved.     

      Now the question can be asked; If Pentecost was not the completion of what God had in mind why did He
choose it ? This is a very thought provoking question & no doubt many would already know the answer. God
in His wisdom in bringing us back to the Edenic experience that we once had, needed to cater to those who
were still deep in the flesh realm or – still living in their mistaken identity - blind to the deeper truth's that
were in the wisdom of God, & also in ourselves, furthermore our great Saviour wanted us also uncover the
knowledge of our  true identity -  GOD BEINGS  as it were, - in our spiritual evolution  back to the Father,
back to Eden. So from the early chapters of Genesis right through the Old Testament to where we are now,
God has had to cater to those in the sin realm - those who were living in another world or understanding -
other than His own. The world of God, the realm of the WORD is in another KINGDOM apart from this one.
When Jesus Christ came, died & was resurrected, God brought us at last to the highest point that he could in
the mixture realm – flesh & spirit, or in part - Pentecost was the tool or way that He used to get us thus far,
but of course as we have stated it was not enough, there was one more step, TABERNACLES!  The realm of
incorruption.  In this realm we ''forgetting what lies behind & straining forward to what lies ahead. I/we
press on toward the goal to win the [supreme & heavenly] prize to which God in Christ Jesus is calling us
upward.'' Phil 3:13b-14. This is the realm of    Complete change, INCORRUPTIBILITY.

      So we have those who stay in the second realm, those who are beginning to understand, those who are on
the way out of the second realm , those who are out, & those who have declared that they are pressing into
The feast of tabernacles.  Would you consider asking yourself the question!    WHERE AM I NOW ?

AS FOR MINE WE WILL HAVE THIS DAVIDIC KINGDOM, & NOT SAUL'S TO REIGN OVER US

To be in this number we need to allow the Tabernacle of David to be our active choice NOW!

Prov 4:18, ''But the path of the [uncompromisingly] just & righteous is like the light of dawn, that shines
more & more (brighter & clearer) until [ it reaches its full strength & glory in] the perfect day.'' 

Ps 66:12. KJV,''Thou hast caused men to ride over our heads; we went through the fire & through water:
but thou hast brought us out into a WEALTHY place.'' I would also mention that the war between Saul &
David was very one sided, David had a number of opportunities to harm Saul & even to take his life & what
was his response. ''Touch not my anointed & do my prophets no harm.''Ps 105:15.

''A a man thinks in his heart so is he.''  Prov, 23:7. ''My thoughts are not your thoughts, & neither are your
ways My ways, says the Lord.''  Isa, 55:8  ''Be transformed by the renewing of the mind.''  Rom, 12:2.
''Buy the truth & sell it not.''   Prov  23:23.

THE GOODNESS OF GOD

Now my very good friends & brothers & sisters, this is all very great & wonderful & it is very needful that
we share these things, but in the realising of the greatness of what God has given to us, we need not to forget
& rejoice in the love & the mercy & the GOODNESS of God. What God is desiring more than anything is
our Love, desire & the affection of His chosen ones, who He has particularly chosen unto Himself. 

      I would now like to quote an excerpt from a recent corporate letter, written & sent to his friends, by
Michael Wood. Quote:-  “We are finding so many who are being led on an inward journey of meditative &
contemplative prayer – beyond the chatter & self talk of the rampant 'Un-mastered Mind'. That nearly always
manages to focus our attention into the future or back to the past, yet away from the present – in our prayer
time. Preventing us dwelling in 'the sacred presence' of God – in the here & now!
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    There is a global company of people today, being individually taught of the Spirit, to find the 'off switch', of
their conscious awareness in 'the knowledge of good & evil'  thus discovering new levels of interiority &
oneness, hitherto never before imagined or thought possible,spiritually speaking.-: End quote.

If we could only keep in our conscious awareness that, 'Men carry with them all the time, the secret place
where they may meet their God.'  When this thought becomes a constant part of the understanding of our
entire being, then there will be a constant prayer issuing from us as well as a raising of our faith & closeness
of our walk with God.

      Also if we insist on a walk of legality, & not one of Love & trust in that ''ALL THINGS work together for
GOOD to them that love GOD''  in other words that God must answer me according to the letter of the word,
He will break us of that concept of legalism, which is nothing more than  'superstition'. In this “world of
conflict, or two powers” we must understand that in the realising of the Most Holy Place that we have NO
MORE ENEMIES, God does not have any enemies He is  GOD & there is none other. The belief of  TWO
POWERS comes only in the eating of the tree of - good & evil – but you say we are now in this, world of
conflict ! Yes we are; but as our - God allowed - conflicts & trials come upon us; What is our reaction? What
is our choice? Where do I run to? Do I choose & hide in the realm of the god of the – good & evil – or do I
choose the God or Christ of the  TREE OF LIFE. Whenever a conflict comes upon us remember it is  GOD
ALLOWED or even GOD CAUSED. You doubt that? Look at Job; ''Adversary, you can do what you like, but
you cannot take his life''   Why? He is bringing us to understand what our true level of faith is – not our self
perceived – level of faith. Why again? That we may realise where we are  faith-wise so that we may reach
out & that our faith be increased. Oh yes our Lord Jesus Christ is doing a brilliant  job  in bringing us to the
high place that we need to be at the moment of His sudden appearance, Mk 13:36 ''[Watch I say] lest He
come suddenly & unexpectedly & find you asleep.'' What is the key word or - formula – for the desired
result,  it  is no secret; -SIMPLE-OBEDIENCE- I must also add that our wonderful God brings us to these
places of conflict, because we are ready for them & if we do not learn this time – or make the right choice –
we who are chosen of God will be faced with the same place of conflict  again & again & again, until we
OVERCOME. Is not our God wonderful!  As someone stated recently,  HE WILL EVENTUALLY GET YOU!
How? Not by the rantings of some hell fire preacher that depicts God as an almost merciless tyrant, but by
the loving personal dealings of the Spirit, of a God, who  So loved the world, that He gave. 

A MESSAGE  TO THE WISE

“While these conflicts rage on  'the land & the sea',  the Prince of Peace will stand above the  'clouds of
heaven' & say once again: Peace, peace on earth; good will to men; & every man will throw away his sword,
& nations will not learn war any more. At that time the realisation of the truth of the man who bears the
pitcher of water will come to many & as they look to the heavens within themselves they will see him walk
across the arc of their heaven & the sign of the Son of Man will stand forth in their eastern sky. The wise will
then lift up their heads & know that the redemption of the earth is near. But before these days shall come,
false Christ's & many poor deluded prophets will arise in many lands. And they will show signs, & do a
multitude of mighty works; & they will lead astray the many who are not wise; & many of the wise will be
deceived. And now I tell you once again, when men shall say, that Christ is in the wilderness, go not forth.
And if they say that Christ is in a particular secret place, believe it not; for when He comes the world will
know that He has come. For as the morning light comes from the east & shines to the west; so shall be the
coming of the age & the Son of Man”. References, Isa, 2:4. Lk, 22:10. Mt, 24:27. Lk, 21:27-28. Mk, 13:22.
Dan,11:35. Mt,24:26-27.

I WILL SERVE THE KING, IN THE REALM OF THE MOST HOLY PLACE

We can be deceived by the self righteous letter of the Law.

In the early Church, as we know the role of both John the Baptist & Jesus Christ was to bring the people not
only OUT OF, but UP & INTO to a higher way of thinking, but alas 'NO' was the answer of the majority. Then
after the Holy Ghost was poured out, we would have thought that this would have – cleared the air – from
their old way of thinking.  NOT SO !! It is hard to believe but many would & did insist on a carry-over of
several doctrines or old ways of thinking from the LAW. Some of us today would say, UNBELIEVABLE! Now
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the first reaction to this by many, can one of judgement. Let us not be too hasty. As I stated in our last article,
the hardest part for myself personally was not so much in  the  reprogramming, but in the deprogramming. As
I began to realise a new way of looking at things, I found that it was very interesting & exciting, UNTIL; it
began to affect one or two of my – Pentecostal hobby horses – then I began to have trouble within myself but
'the truth shall make you free' some of us are slower than others especially if something is plainly written in
the LETTER of the word, - as it was for those who believed in Circumcision & also the Sabbath Day etc. –
then one day the spirit of the Lord spoke to my heart & I was asked the question as I was pondering this very
subject. Why when it was once right was it no longer necessary for those who had been under the law, not to
keep it any longer? My answer was of course that once John & Jesus had declared a new understanding, or
way of thinking, the old did not apply any more. Now I want us to understand very clearly that this began to
be applied before the Holy Spirit  out-pouring on the day of Pentecost.  When Jesus ate the corn on the
Sabbath, 'my' what an insult to, & what an uproar that came from the legalist's. The major point of His reply
is found in, Matt 12:6. ''But I tell you, Something greater & more exalted & more majestic than the temple
is here.''  When Jesus drove those sheep & oxen out of the temple & in the process the money changers trays
& stands were thrown about & their tables were completely upset. The reply of Jesus is found in this case in
Jn, 2:16b. ''Take these things away (out of here)! Make not My Father's house a house of merchandise (a
market place, a sales shop)!''   Ps, 93:5b. In both cases   Jesus referred to the sanctity of the Temple. WHY?
Well!  'YE ARE THE TEMPLE OF GOD.' This last  phrase is  the crux of the whole plan of God. Everything is
centred around the Temple of God & what is necessary to bring us to the apex of/in God! What seemed to be
right to many of the Pharisees, Scribes & Jews, was not right & was now being outmoded – there is a way
that seems right to a man, but the end thereof is death – as I said earlier we must not be too hasty to judge &
in this I am considering my own experience & my background. What made the difference in Paul's attitude to
the legalist's was in that if they were having a problem with their conscience in the changeover, he gave them
space to hear from God, but if they insisted on being troublesome to the Assemblies that was a different
story. And so it is today. God is not mocked!

What once applied to us in the Holy Place no longer applies in the Most Holy Place.

It is Outmoded, & is being Outmoded Within Us. Now!

As circumcision & the keeping of the literal  Sabbath Day was no longer invoked by Jesus it no longer
applied to the people of God. Why? Because it was no longer necessary. So it is today! That which was a
necessity & was right in The Holy Place is no longer needful in The Most Holy Place! We have moved, &
are, MOVING ON!

Trust that this has been of help to you all. God's richest to each & every one of you.

Written by Ralph Knowles. February – March. 2010.

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com
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	Christ is sitting on the throne of David. Isa 9:6-7 Where is Christ? He is alive in His body or Temple of which you are. Where is this Throne? It is not a geographical one, it is a spiritual Throne - within us,- a Throne of authority, one of the realisation of man's true Godly status, & as to who we are, Jesus taught us that ''I and My father are ONE'' Someone said that is audacious! No! When Jesus the man spoke He always spoke in & by the Christ that was in Him, & if you can receive it Jesus came – as our elder brother - to show us ''that  He was the FIRSTBORN among (of) many BROTHERS.''  Rom 8:29b.
	Whenever God decides to move in a sovereign way it is always in this REALM sure; but this realm is not only for God alone to move in without our having a part in it, & I wonder at times if we have not put this realm in God's own personal court, & in our minds we have disassociated ourselves from this realm. What I am about to say is not only for your edification, but especially for myself. ''Now to Him Who, by (in consequence of) the (action of His) power that is at work WITHIN US, is able to [carry out his purpose and] do super-abundantly, far over & ABOVE ALL that we [DARE] ask or think [infinitely BEYOND our highest prayers, desires, thoughts, hopes, or dreams].''  Eph 3: 20. Now we, or should I say -  some of us - in our mind have not yet been inclined to break through the veil on this issue. Why? Because of the greatness of what it entails, FAR ABOVE. Now I am addressing more a - mode of thinking, rather than people - but at the same time we are told to – encourage one another daily as we see the time approaching – now we may have thought that in one sense of the word, we had divorced ourselves from this realm, whether it be because of expediency, to escape the effort it would entail to come to this place – WHICH IS A LIE -  or no matter whatever the reason. The good news is that it is impossible to be separated from this REALM. Why? Listen to it! The KING of the  ABOVE WHAT YOU CAN ASK OR THINK REALM is not in a Throne away up in the sky somewhere but is in His Throne-room inside the “Tabernacle or Tent of David” of which WE ARE. Can I hide or separate myself from this realm. NO! Impossible! His Glory is in us ever increasing. Can you see it?   Christ is sitting on the throne of David & it is being established in a greater depth & way even as we speak, & it is as this depth & understanding increases in us that,                             
	THIS IS ACTUALLY HIS COMING.

